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The shaping of group velocity dispersion in microresonators is an important component in the
generation of wideband optical frequency combs. Small resonators – with tight bending radii –
offer the large free-spectral range desirable for wide comb formation. However, the tighter bending
usually limit comb formation as it enhances normal group velocity dispersion. We experimentally
demonstrate that engineering the sidewall angle of small-radius (∼ 100 µm), 3 µm-thick silica wedge
microdisks enables dispersion tuning in both normal and anomalous regimes, without significantly
affecting the free spectral range. A microdisk with wedge angle of 55◦ (anomalous dispersion) is
used to demonstrate a 300 nm bandwidth Kerr optical frequency comb.

The generation and control of Kerr optical fre-
quency combs in microcavities are fundamental steps
towards broadband on-chip coherent light sources [1].
These sources have been successfully employed in opti-
cal communications [2] , frequency metrology [3], spec-
troscopy [4], and range measurement [5]. Many of these
applications often benefit from the dissipative cavity
soliton (CS) regime observed in the anomalous optical
group velocity dispersion (GVD) spectral region [1]. Mid-
infrared light sources based on parametric oscillation also
explores dispersion [6] control in the normal GVD regime.
Either way, harnessing the properties of microcombs de-
mands for microcavity alternatives with tailorable GVD.
Silica wedge microcavities offer a versatile solution for
on-chip comb-generation due to its potentially ultra-high
optical quality factors (Q) [7] and simple fabrication pro-
cess. In this type of optical microcavity, illustrated in
Fig. 1(a), a shallow wedge is obtained by an isotropic
wet etch of the silica glass that not only ensures a smooth
glass-air boundary but also reduces the optical-field over-
lap with the etched glass surface [7]. However, the geo-
metrical effect of the wedge on the GVD is to enhance
normal dispersion. As a result, shallow-wedge cavities
only exhibit anomalous dispersion at sufficiently large
radii, when the wedge-induced GVD is counteracted by
silica’s anomalous dispersion. Indeed, effective control
of zero GVD wavelength in such large radii cavities has
been achieved using two-angle wedges [8] around the
1550 nm telecom band, though it requires a fine con-
trol over a nontrivial two-step wet etching. Closer to
visible wavelengths, effective GVD control in silica res-
onators and consequent frequency comb generation has
also been achieved using avoided mode crossing [9] or
large wedge angles [10, 11] achieved using a dry plasma
etching. Although large cavities are advantageous for
many frequency comb applications that require GHz-
range linespacing [2, 4], they usually suffer from small
bandwidth due to a universal scaling law (∆f ∝ R−1, ∆f
is the comb bandwidth and R is the cavity radius) [12].
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Therefore, smaller cavities with large free spectral range
(FSR) are often desirable when targeting at full octave
frequency combs [13–15].

Here we demonstrate that either anomalous or normal
GVD can be achieved at telecom wavelength using small
radius (100 µm) silica wedge cavities. Our approach ex-
plores strong photoresist adhesion in a wet etching pro-
cess that enables unusually large wedge angles. Using
this GVD control approach we demonstrate anomalous
dispersion frequency comb formation in a broad pump
wavelength range. Furthermore, by tuning the tapered
fiber bus waveguide diameter we obtain a clean transmis-
sion spectrum [16] that allows for optical mode identifi-
cation and direct measurement of GVD.

Group-velocity dispersion is strongly influenced by
both material and geometric (modal) dispersion. In op-
tical cavities with bent sections, the optical angular mo-
mentum around curves localize higher frequency waves
towards the cavity outer edges, effectively increasing the
round-trip time and decreasing the mode FSR, contribut-
ing to a normal-GVD. Although such normal-GVD con-
tribution can be overcome by cross-section engineering
within ring resonators [14, 15, 17], disk cavities offer less
degrees of freedom to suppress the normal dispersion con-
tribution. In wedge-shaped microdisk the normal-GVD is
further amplified: higher frequency modes (shorter wave-
lengths) penetrate deeper in the outer wedge tip, further
reducing their FSR when compared to longer wavelength
modes. Despite silica’s anomalous material GVD at tele-
com wavelengths, this curvature effect is so strong that
it can ultimately prevent anomalous GVD within small
radii wedge resonators.

In optical microcavities it is more meaningful to rep-
resent GVD by inspecting how the frequency separation
between two adjacent longitudinal optical modes – the
Free Spectral Range (FSR) – changes along the spectrum.
The frequency dependence of the FSR can be expressed
by series expansion of optical frequency around a given
reference mode,

ωµ = ω0 + µD1 +
1

2
µ2D2 +

1

6
µ3D3 + . . . , (1)

where µ = m−m0 is an integer label for the mode (rela-
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FIG. 1. a) Silica disk schematic. b) Simulated dispersion curves for Rout = 100 µm, h = 2.9 µm and varying wedge angles α =
(15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 55, 90)◦. Calculated electric field norm of the fundamental mode is shown from c) - e) for selected geome-
tries. f) Correspondence between wedge angle and D2 as the cavity radius is varied R = (80(blue), 100(orange), 140(green)) µm.
g) The colormap represents D2 as a function of cavity radius and wedge angle. The black dashed line mark the zero GVD
points; the curves in (f) correspond to vertical linecuts from (g). Mode and D2 calculations were carried out at 1550 nm.

tive to a reference mode m0) and ω0 is a reference mode
frequency. As for the coefficients, D1/2π corresponds
to the FSR, D2/2π to its variation rate with µ, and so
forth. Since the FSR of a cavity is given by νfsr = vg/L
(vg being the group velocity and L the cavity’s length),
anomalous GVD (∂ωvg > 0) corresponds to a positive
D2.

The qualitative arguments given above regarding the
GVD are confirmed when we analyze the wedge mi-
crodisk cavity through numerical simulations. As far as
mode polarization is concerned, we follow the convention
used in [7] where the TM (transverse magnetic) mode
is the one whose transverse electric field is roughly ori-
ented along the bottom flat oxide-air surface. In the fol-
lowing discussion we will always be referring to the TE
(transverse electric) mode, as it usually has the highest
quality factor due to its lower overlap with the wedge
surface. Figure 1(b) presents the simulated residual dis-
persion, Dint/2π = (ωµ − ω0 − µD1)/(2π) highlight-
ing the GVD contribution in Eq. 1 for the fundamen-
tal mode of a small radius thin wedge cavity (2.9 µm
thick and Rout = 100 µm). as the wedge angles varies
from 17◦ (Rin = 90 µm) to 90◦ (Rin = 100 µm). Fig-
ures 1(c-e) show the effect of the wedge angle in the total
electric field distribution – the wedge shape can concen-
trate short-wavelength modes towards its tip. The in-
terplay between the wedge-induced dispersion and cav-
ity curvature is quantified in Fig.1(f): at shorter radii,
larger wedge angles are required to achieve zero GVD. In
Fig.1(g) we show a full map of the GVD (represented by
D2) when both radius and wedge angle are varied, the
zero-GVD loci confirms that large angles are necessary
to balance the curvature-induced GVD contribution.

In order to fabricate both shallow and steep wedge res-
onators we employed a technique devised in [7], starting
with a 2.9 µm SiO2 layer grown by wet oxidation over
a silicon substrate. As previously reported [7], shallow
angles result from the gradual peeling of the resist pads,
caused by infiltration of the etchant between the pho-

toresist and the silica layer. The uniformity of the wedge
surface is a consequence of the prolonged isotropic etch-
ing, combined with the moderate adhesion of the resist
to the substrate. This is what renders achieving large
wedge angles a challenging task when using resist soft
masks; for instance, the largest angles reported in [7]
are 27◦, while hard-mask (Cr) process has been used to
achieve almost wedge-free disks (although with rather
low quality factor) [18]. To ensure a uniform peeling
rate, we employed photoresist (Shipley sc-1827) to fab-
ricate the shallow wedges, while large angle resonators
were obtained by using MaN-2405 electron resist that has
strong adhesion. In both cases, resist adhesion was im-
proved using surfactant SURPASS 3000 and resist reflow
(temperature of 125◦C for sc-1827 and 140◦C for MaN-
2405, both for 5 min). The electron resist was exposed
with an electron beam, but it can also be exposed using
deep UV light. The silicon undercut was performed using
a TMAH (Tetra-Methyl-Amonium Hydroxide) wet etch,
which results in an anisotropic pedestal. The fabricated
devices are shown in Fig. 2(a1,b1). Using an atomic force
microscope, we determine the wedge angles to be approx-
imately 17◦ and 55◦.

The GVD and the optical quality factor of the devices
were obtained from the transmission spectra, which were
measured by bringing a straight tapered fiber in con-
tact with the microcavity. The transmitted signal from
a tunable external cavity laser (Yenista Tunics Reference
SCL) was detected with a 1 GHz bandwidth photodetec-
tor (New Focus 1623) and recorded by a real-time oscil-
loscope (Agilent DSO9023A, 2 GHz, 20 Msamples). For
the purpose of dispersion measurement, it is of uttermost
importance to have a precise frequency calibration for the
scanning laser, which was obtained by simultaneously
monitoring the transmission of a fiber-based (Corning
SMF28) Mach-Zehnder interferometer (calibrated with
D1/2π=137(10) MHz, D2/2π = 0.5(1) Hz) and an acety-
lene gas cell. We also verified that the laser scanning
speed (10 nm/s) was not limiting our quality factor mea-
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FIG. 2. Linear characterization of (a) shallow (α = 17◦) and (b) steep (α = 55◦) wedge disks. (a1, b1) SEM images of the
devices. The bars correspond to 5 µm. (a2, b2) Cavity transmission (top) and loaded quality factor (bottom) as a function
of pump frequency. The colors in the dots correspond to the QL value represented by the colorbar scale. (a3, b3) Measured
residual dispersion for the resonances identified in (a2, b2). The modes labeled as i and ii are shown (a,b)4 - (a,b)5. Eq. 1 fit
yields D2/2π equal to: (a4) −11.5(7) MHz, (a5) −12.1(6) MHz, (b4) 12.0(1) MHz, (b5) 6.8(2) MHz. The insets show electric
field norm.

surements by comparing them with narrow-band mea-
surements obtained with piezo-scanning of the laser fre-
quency. The fundamental optical mode is thus isolated
by employing thicker tapers (≈ 3.3 µm) that decrease the
phase-matching between the taper optical mode and the
higher order disk modes [16]. Using the full bandwidth
of our laser (1460 - 1610 nm), we measured the funda-
mental TE mode loaded quality factor (QL) to be around
6× 105 for the steep wedges, and 2.2× 106 for the shal-
low wedges, as shown in Figs. 2(a2) and 2(b2). Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images of the devices (shown
in figures 2(a1) and (b1)) suggest that this discrepancy
is due to lithography-related sidewall roughness rather
than the actual wedge angles.

A general picture of the GVD in our devices can be
obtained by inspecting Fig. 2 (a3, b3). These curves are
obtained in three steps: (i) we assign a single relative
azimuthal number to all modes lying within one FSR
in the measured transmission, Figs. 2( a2, b2). Their
resonant frequencies are then (ii) plotted against the az-
imuthal numbers; a straight line fitted to this data cor-
responds to an average FSR (D1) of the measured cav-
ity modes. Next, (iii) an overall picture of the GVD
(D2) for all modes around ω0 is obtained by subtract-
ing (ωµ − ω0 − D1µ) from the dataset, where µ = 0
corresponds to the inspection frequency ω0. For exam-
ple, in Figs. 2(a3, b3) the chosen inspection frequency
is ω0/2π = 195.3 THz (λ = 1535 nm) and the sub-

tracted linear trend corresponds to an average FSRs of
D1/2π ≈ 350 GHz (∼ 2.8 nm). The significant differ-
ence in slopes noticeable in Figs. 2(a3, b3) reflects the
distinct FSRs of each modal family. Avoided mode cross-
ings within higher order modes can be easily identified in
this representation. From Figs. 2(a3, b3) we can slice
specific optical mode branches from the dataset and fit
Eq. 1 to them. In this last step, the precise values for
D1, D2 of the chosen branch are calculated In Figs. 2(a4,
a5, b4, b5) we show the fitted model of Eq. 1 for two
modes mode branches with highest QL of each device.
As expected from Eq. 1, the residual dispersion Dint

for each mode family appear as parabola-shaped curves
centered at the inspection frequency. In the small-angle
wedge (α = 17◦) of Fig. 2(a4, a5) we obtain normal GVD;
whereas anomalous GVD is obtained for the large-angle
wedge. We identify these modes as the first two lowest
order optical modes by comparing their measured D1 and
D2) with numerical simulations.

Using the anomalous GVD engineered resonator, we
were able to consistently generate optical frequency
combs by pumping the resonator at the optical mode
shown in Fig. 2(b4). Figure 3(a) outlines the experi-
mental setup used for comb generation: the amplitude of
the CW Tunics laser is modulated by an EOM (electro-
optical modulator) and then amplified with an EDFA (er-
bium doped fiber amplifier), concentrating up to 14 W
(peak power) into 40 ns pulses (1 MHz repetition rate).
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FIG. 3. (a) Experimental setup for Kerr comb generation. The CW (continuous-wave) laser is modulated and amplified before
the tapered fiber. λ ref: Mach-Zehnder interferometer and acetylene cell for wavelength reference. PC: polarization controller.
OSA: optical spectrum analyzer. (b) Top: transmission spectra of a resonance at ≈ 1547 nm. Bottom: First sidebands being
generated near minimum transmission points. The input power increases from green to blue. (c) Sideband intensity versus
input peak power. (d) Experimental and (e) simulated formation dynamics of the comb at 1547.11 nm. The power increases
from top to bottom. (f) Comb spectra obtained with the OSA for varying pump wavelengths. The dashed line marks the pump
wavelength for the first comb, 1535.73 nm. The combs are generated at every FSR= 2.85 nm.

The pulse duration is long enough to ensure a quasi-CW
regime. The cavity transmission is analyzed with an os-
cilloscope and an OSA (optical spectrum analyzer).

Choosing a resonance at approximately 1550 nm, we
determined the threshold power for comb generation and
studied its formation dynamics. The threshold was mea-
sured by simultaneously monitoring the pump transmis-
sion and the power of the first generated sideband while
scanning the laser frequency with a piezo-actuator. The
sideband power was measured by the OSA centered at
1527 nm with zero span and resolution bandwidth of 2
nm, resulting a voltage signal proportional to its power.
The results are presented in Fig. 3(b), where the color
scale shifts from green to blue as input power increases.
We notice that the first comb sidebands are generated to-
wards the end of the bistable transmission and its inten-
sity diminishes as the resonance minimum is blue-shifted
at smaller input powers. The sideband maximum power
evolution (Fig. 3(c)), allows us to identify the threshold
near 2.9 W, which is in reasonable agreement with the
predicted threshold for comb generation (2 W for an ef-
fective mode area Aeff = 5 µm2) ) [19].

For the comb formation measurements, we captured
the OSA spectra as the laser (14 W input peak power)
is tuned towards the bistable resonance in 1 pm steps.
Figure 3(d) highlights the different formation stages:
at first, primary sidebands are generated 13 FSRs away
from each other. Then, secondary sidebands rise around
the primary lines in adjacent modes, until the sub-combs
merge into a single broader comb, as expected for small
FSR devices [19]. The coupled mode equations for the en-

tire system were solved with the open-source CombGUI
toolbox, and the simulation results based on the mea-
sured experimental parameters are in good agreement
with the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 3e). Fi-
nally, since our modal dispersion engineering does not
rely on avoided crossings [20], combs could be excited at
every FSR step of the pump laser. Fig. 3(f) shows some
example combs generated within an 11 nm range (∼4
FSRs) around 1550 nm.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that small radii wedge
resonators can be engineered to enable either normal or
anomalous GVD. Since our approach does not rely on
avoided crossings, not only it allows for comb excitation
in a broad range of pump frequencies but also may be
more easily explored towards octave spanning frequency
combs. Our GVD engineering strategy, if combined with
disk thickness control, could also be extended towards
other frequency ranges or wedge materials [21, 22] . Ex-
tension of our results may allow the control of higher or-
der GVD (e.g. D4) and enable phase-matching at exotic
wavelengths.
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